In this paper intuitionistic topological system and its properties have been introduced. Categorical interrelationships among Heyting algebra, Gödel algebra, Esakia space and proposed intuitionistic topological systems have also been studied in details.
Introduction
Topological system was introduced by S. Vickers in his book "Topology via Logic" [3] in 1989. A topological system is a triple (X, |=, A), consisting of a non empty set X, a frame A and a binary relation between the set and the frame, which matches the so called logic of finite observations or geometric logic. Topological system is a mathematical object which unifies the concepts of topological space and frame in one framework. Hence such a structure allows us to switch among the concept of frame, topological space and corresponding logic freely.
Concepts of topological system and geometric logic or logic of finite observations have a deep connection. It is well known in the literature that the Lindenbaum algebra of geometric logic is frame, likewise the Lindenbaum algebra of classical logic is Boolean algebra and that of intuitionistic logic is Heyting algebra etc. If we start with geometric logic then the triple consisting of a non empty set of assignments X, set of geometric formulae modulo the equivalence relation (≡) between geometric formulae (viz. two formulae are related by the relation ≡ if both the formulae satisfied by the same assignments) A/ ≡ and a relation |= between the set and the quotient of the set of geometric formulae (s |= [φ] iff s sat φ, for s ∈ X, [φ] ∈ A/ ≡ ), forms a topological system. On the other hand it may be noticed that any topological system is a model of geometric logic.
In [4] , it may be noticed that "Logically, spatiality is the same as completeness, but there is a difference of emphasis. Completeness refers to the ability of the logical reasoning (from rules and axioms) to generate all the equivalences that are valid for the models: if not, then it is the logic that is considered incomplete. Spatiality refers to the existence of enough models to discriminate between logically inequivalent formulae: if not, then the class of models is incomplete." In this respect we may recall that there exist adjunction between category of topological systems and the category of topological spaces, which leads to the concept that not every topological system comes from a topological space (as every topological space may be considered as a topological system (if (X, τ ) is a topological space then (X, ∈, τ ) is the corresponding topological system)). Hence not every topological system is spatial and correspondingly we arrive at the conclusion (logical fact) that the corresponding logic (i.e., geometric logic) is not complete. On the contrary whenever we deal with a logic which is complete then we can expect categorical equivalence or duality between categories of mathematical structures which are the models of the logic.
In this paper we deal with Heyting algebras which are algebraic models of intuitionistic logic. We know that intuitionistic logic is complete and hence we will expect to derive categorical equivalences and dualities among the proposed 2 and known (the models of intuitionistic logic) mathematical structures.
Adopting the idea about the construction of topological system proposed by Vickers, we have introduced the notion of I-topological system. An I-topological system is a triple consisting of a nonempty set, a Heyting algebra and a binary relation between the set and the Heyting algebra satisfying certain properties (c.f. Definition 3.1). In this paper we have shown that the category of I-topological system with some extra properties (c.f. Definition 3.2), called category of Heyting algebraic I-topological system, is dually equivalent to the category of Heyting algebra. Further we proposed a notion of spatial I-topological system (c.f. Definition 3.4) and noticed that the Heyting algebra in the triple becomes a Gödel algebra and hence we tried to make a connection of this kind of system with Gödel algebra. As a result we came up with a notion of Gödel algebraic I-topological system (c.f. Definition 3.5) and established a duality between the category of Gödel algebraic I-topological system and Gödel algebra.
It is well known that Esakia duality [1] is the duality between Heyting algebra and Esakia space. In this paper as we established a duality between Heyting algebra and Heyting algebraic I-topological system, a categorial connection between Esakia space with proposed system has been indicated.
Preliminaries
In this section we include a brief outline of relevant notions to develop our proposed mathematical structures and results. In [1, 2, 3] , one may found the details of the notions stated here. is a bounded distributive lattice and → is a binary operation which is adjoint to ∧. 
Note: The set of Heyting homomorphisms from a Heyting algebra A to the Heyting algebra ({0, 1}, ∨, ∧, →, 1, 0) will be denoted by Hom(A, {0, 1}) in this paper.
Definition 2.4 (Spatial Heyting Algebra). A Heyting algebra
A is said to be • for any x, y ∈ X with x y there exists a clopen up-set U ⊆ X with
• for any clopen set U , the down-set ↓ U is also clopen.
Note that an ordered topological space (X, ≤, τ ) together with the first two conditions of Definition 2.8 is known as Priestley space. 2. x |= a ∧ b iff x |= a and x |= b;
Proposition 3.1. x |= 1 for any x ∈ X.
Proof. x |= 1 iff x |= a → a iff x |= a or x |= a. Hence x |= 1 for any x ∈ X. defined by, p * (x)(a) = 1 iff x |= a for x ∈ X and a ∈ A, is a bijective mapping.
Definition 3.
3. An I-topological system (X, |=, A) is said to be T 0 iff (if x 1 = x 2 then there exist some a ∈ A such that x 1 |= a but x 2 |= a), loss of generality.
Proposition 3.2. Any Heyting algebraic I-topological system is T 0 .
Proof. For Heyting algebraic I-topological system (X, |=, A), the map p * : X −→ Hom(A, {0, 1}) is bijective and consequently injective. Hence if x 1 = x 2 then p * (x 1 ) = p * (x 2 ) and hence there exist a ∈ A such that p * (x 1 )(a) = p * (x 2 )(a).
So as per the definition of p * it is clear that the system is T 0 .
Definition 3.4 (Spatial I-topological system
). An I-topological system is said to be spatial if the following condition holds: if for any a, b ∈ A, (x |= a iff
In the definition of Spatial I-topological system prelinearity condition is hidden, which is conformed by the following Proposition 3.3. Proof. We have,
iff (x |= a or x |= a) or (x |= b or x |= b).
Now for any x ∈ X, (x |= a or x |= a) or (x |= b or x |= b) holds and consequently
for all x ∈ X. Hence by Definition 3.4, (a → b) ∨ (b → a) = 1.
Note: It may be noted that for any spatial I-topological system (X, |=, A),
A becomes a Gödel algebra.
Definition 3.5 (Gödel algebraic I-topological system). A Gödel algebraic
I-topological system is a triple (X, |=, A) consisting of a non empty set X, a
Gödel algebra A and a binary relation |= from X to A such that 1. x |= 0 for no x ∈ X;
2. x |= a ∧ b iff x |= a and x |= b;
5. the map p * : X −→ Hom(A, {0, 1}) defined by, p * (x)(a) = 1 iff x |= a for
x ∈ X and a ∈ A, is a bijective mapping.
Proposition 3.4.
A spatial Heyting algebraic I-topological system is a Gödel algebraic I-topological system.
Proof. Follows from Proposition 3.3.
Categories
Definition 3.6 (I − TopSys). The category I − TopSys is defined thus.
• The objects are I-topological systems (X, |=, A), (Y, |=, B) etc. (c.f. Definition 3.1).
• The morphisms are pair of maps satisfying the following continuity prop-
(ii) f 2 : B −→ A is a Heyting homomorphism;
• The identity on (X, |=, A) is the pair (id X , id A ), where id X is the identity map on X and id A is the identity Heyting homomorphism. That this is an I − TopSys morphism can be proved.
• 
Functors
Let us construct suitable functors among the above mentioned categories as follows to establish their interrelations. Definition 3.10. H is a functor from I − TopSys to HA op defined as follows:
H acts on an object (X, |=, A) as H((X, |=, A)) = A and on a morphism (
It is easy to verify that H is indeed a functor.
Definition 3.11. G is a functor from GI − TopSys to GA op defined as follows:
G acts on an object (X, |=, A) as G ((X, |=, A)) = A and on a morphism (
It is easy to verify that G is indeed a functor.
Definition 3.12. G is a functor from SI − TopSys to GA op defined as follows:
G acts on an object (X, |=, A) as G((X, |=, A)) = A and on a morphism ( 3 gives a cue that G is indeed a functor). Hence v |= * 0 for no v ∈ Hom(A, {0, 1}).
(
Corollary 3.13. (Hom(A, {0, 1}) , |= * , A), where A is a Gödel algebra and v |= * a iff v(a) = 1, is an I-topological system. (
is a bijection. (
Definition 3.15. S is a functor from HA op to I − TopSys defined as follows.
If possible let p x (0) = 1. Then we have x |= 0, which is a contradiction as x |= 0 for no x ∈ X. Hence p x (0) = 0. Also we have p x (a 1 ∧ a 2 ) = 1 iff x |= a 1 ∧ a 2 iff x |= a 1 and x |= a 2 iff p x (a 1 ) = 1 and p x (a 2 ) = 1 iff
and
. Hence for each x ∈ X, p x : A −→ {0, 1} is a Heyting homomorphism.
It may be observed that From the construction it can be easily shown that ξ and η are natural isomorphism and hence the theorem holds. Proof. Follows from Theorem 2.11.
